The Impact of Broadband Networks on Growth and Development in South America
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Abstract
Broadband networks can play a special role as "general purpose technologies" that enable or facilitate the use of other Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), including a plethora of internet-based services, such as e-commerce, e-government, e-learning or social media. Due to the better quality and availability of statistical data, most empirical studies on the economic effects of broadband have focused on their impact on growth, employment and productivity in developed countries. In this study, we set out the reasons why these economic effects should also be relevant for developing countries and examine the potential advantages of increasing broadband take-up. To analyze the significance of broadband for economic development, we specify and estimate an econometric model for nine South American countries, for which relatively high quality data was available. According to our results, increased broadband penetration is associated with significant "spillover" effects, excess societal returns over and above the expected returns of other investments in physical capital.
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1 Introduction
In a global world economy, the quality of services and infrastructure is often deemed to be a key determinant of convergence for a developing country (e.g. Broadband Commission for Sustainable Development, 2018). In order to be able to reap the benefits of globalization and international trade, and facilitate rapid economic growth, these countries have to decrease their shipping, transactions and communications costs that leach away their scarce resources and might negate the (potential) competitive advantages that they could enjoy due to their lower wages. Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs) can play a key role in achieving these goals, since they can enhance firm efficiency and enable closer cooperation (or "co-opetition") with both domestic and foreign partners. Among these, broadband networks could play a special role as "General Purpose Technologies" (GPT) that enable or facilitate the use of other ICTs (OECD, 2008), including a plethora of internet-based services, such as e-commerce, e-government, e-learning or social media.

The gap that developing countries have to bridge between themselves and the rich (developed) countries seems quite daunting: in the latter, the majority of individuals and firms already have access to broadband networks (take-up is now close to saturation levels, especially in Japan, Korea and the Nordic countries), while in some poor countries, they have just recently become available. For example, in 2016 the average number of fixed broadband subscribers per 100 inhabitants ("penetration rate") was 30.3 for the UN’s "developed countries" group, but only 8.7 for "developing countries", and below 1 for the "least developed countries" (ITU, 2017).

In this study, we set out the reasons why the economic effects of broadband networks should be relevant for developing countries and examine the potential advantages of increasing broadband take-up. To analyze the significance of broadband penetration for economic development, we specify and estimate an econometric model for nine South American countries, for which relatively high quality data was available. Our models not only identify broadband infrastructure as a determinant of economic growth, but also specifically measure its "spillover" effects, i.e. excess societal returns over and above the expected returns of other investments in physical capital.
Our paper is organized as follows: In Sections 2 and 3, we examine the concept of the "digital divide", its various interpretations and their relevance for public policies. We then provide a short literature review on the impact of broadband on economic growth in developing countries in Section 4 and introduce our modeling framework in Section 5. Finally, we present and discuss our results and some relevant policy recommendations in Sections 6 and 7.

2 Defining and interpreting the digital divide

The benefits of ICTs do not just accrue to for-profit firms; private consumers that are able to use these technologies efficiently can enjoy access to more and higher quality information and services, more easily and at a lower cost. The "competitive disadvantage" of the "digitally excluded" vis-à-vis these privileged individuals is known as the "digital divide" (OECD, 2001). This can arise either because these services are not available to (or unaffordable for) some individuals (lack of "materiel access") or because they lack the necessary knowledge, competence and expertise (lack of "skill access", "mental access") to utilize them (van Dijk and Hacker, 2003). Such a divide can be problematic not just because it poses a challenge to the "equality of opportunity" and since it hinders social mobility, but also because it can negatively impact on economic growth and severely restrict the role a country can play in the global value chains, especially if the majority of the population is affected.

A related but slightly different question is whether it is really important for the users to have "broadband" internet access, or whether a simple "narrowband" connection would be almost equally as useful, since it could also enable access to "texts and email"? The International Telecommunications Union's Manual still defines (fixed wired and wireless or satellite) broadband as any internet access service with advertised download speeds of at least 256 kbps, although they note that "the current 256 kbps definition for broadband seems increasingly removed from the expectations of all stakeholders, including those in rural areas" (Broadband Commission for Sustainable Development, 2018). Some governments or regulatory authorities in developed countries, such as the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), have already adopted a more stringent definition. According to the FCC (2015), "advanced telecommunications capability" [also referred to as broadband] "requires access to actual download speeds of at least 25 Mbps and actual upload speeds of at least 3 Mbps".

Naturally, some leisure activities like watching online videos or playing multiplayer games require faster Internet connections, but they are also necessary for some more serious applications. For instance, according to an editorial in Science (Juma and Moyer, 2008), over a decade ago, many African universities could not really benefit from a generous gesture of some publishing houses, where they made their vast archives available to them free of charge, since some of them only had a network bandwidth comparable to an average American household, and therefore their tens of thousands of students could not realistically find and download the articles (PDFs) that they were interested in. And in order to utilize the latest, most developed e-learning opportunities (upload and download HD videos of lectures, use interactive applications based on virtual or augmented reality, etc.), educational institutions would need "superfast" broadband connections that are not even widely available in developed countries (European Commission, 2016). Similarly, state-of-the-art e-health services (e.g. "High-quality, non-real-time video imaging for diagnostic purposes", "Advanced clinical decision support systems") necessitate modern ICT infrastructure (including high-speed internet access) in the hospitals but sometimes even for the patients (Jordán and de León, 2011).

According to Fuchs and Horak (2008), the "digital divide" can be investigated at both a micro and a macro level, the former as a gap between privileged and excluded individuals and firms within a society ("social divide") and the latter as a gap between the rich (developed) and poor (developing) countries ("global digital divide").

Of course, this concept can also be applied at a meso level, to analyze the difference between urban and rural regions within a country. For example, Katz (2009) remarks that even in those South American countries where broadband take-up reaches a level that could be considered adequate considering the strength of their economy, there are huge differences between the penetration rates in the capital region (agglomeration) and the rest of the country, negatively affecting the economic growth and development of the rural regions. The "digital divide" can also be interpreted at the municipal level. For instance, Iványi and Biró-Szigeti (2019) provide an in-depth analysis of "city marketing" smartphone applications that can enhance the popularity of a city among young tourists and residents. In our study, we focus mainly on the differences at the macro level, but the micro and meso levels (the social and regional/local aspects) should also be considered relevant for broadband policy purposes.
3 Attitudes towards the digital divide
According to Mariscal (2005), there are three prevalent, markedly different attitudes towards the digital divide in policy debates and the literature. The first of these, a "market economy perspective" approach states that although the benefits of ICT services and their consumption are significant, they do not warrant the provision of state aid or the adoption of special ("universal service") regulations, and their development should be left (entirely) to the market forces – competition between private firms. The proponents of this approach state that the market mechanism should be able to ensure the "socially desirable" level of quality, and any government interference would only result in an "inefficient" allocation of resources (factors of production) and harm private incentives to invest. They argue that the high correlation between economic development (GDP per capita) and the quality and quantity of ICT infrastructure (e.g. broadband take-up) is not sufficient to justify government intervention, as in their opinion, the causal relationship between the two is not bidirectional. This would mean that although richer countries have more developed ICT infrastructure and higher quality services, their availability does not result in "growth externalities" or "spillover effects" and does not contribute to faster economic growth. According to a literature survey on ICT studies published in peer-reviewed journals (Cardona et al, 2013), this view is shared by a significant minority of researchers, although it seems to be almost completely ignored by the major international organizations and most governments.

Others argue that ICTs also have significant and positive external effects, and that these effects justify their special treatment since the "societal" rates of return on some ICT investments might significantly exceed the returns expected on other investments. For example, according to the OECD (2008), ICTs have the potential to "create spillovers throughout the economy" leading to "product, process and organizational innovations"; the role of broadband networks is important mainly because they act as "the required infrastructure enabler". The proponents of this approach ("IT-for-development" (Mariscal, 2005)) opine that government intervention is often necessary to increase coverage and penetration rates in general and the situation of rural communities (isolated or sparsely populated regions) in particular.

The third group, proponents of an approach based on the concept of "social capital" (Mariscal, 2005), argue that although ICTs indeed have the potential to accelerate economic growth, their availability does not automatically guarantee that this potential can be realized, and that the government should not focus exclusively on supply-side factors (like prices, speed and coverage), as the "digital literacy" of current and potential users and institutional factors are just as important determinants of these growth externalities. Indeed, the comprehensive DESI (Digital Economy and Society Index) indicator published annually by the European Commission (2017) includes separate dimensions for "connectivity" (the availability, quality and affordability of broadband networks), and "human capital" (ICT skills and competence).

4 Broadband and growth – a short literature review
Due to the better quality and availability of statistical data related to ICTs, the earliest empirical studies on the economic effects of broadband had focused almost exclusively on their impact on growth, employment and productivity in developed countries (e.g. the US or the OECD countries). Most of these studies (e.g. Bojnec and Fertő, 2012; Crandall et al., 2007; Czernich et al., 2011; Koutroumpis, 2009; Thompson and Garbacz, 2008) found that these effects are indeed positive, but other researchers argued that the lack of a solid methodological framework cast doubts on some of these results (Mayo and Wallsten, 2011). (For a more comprehensive review, see Cardona et al. (2013)).

However, there is now also a growing body of literature devoted to the effects of broadband in developing countries. Perhaps one of the earliest and most well-known studies, Qiang et al. (2009) sought to quantify the relationship between economic growth and the penetration of communications networks or services (fixed and wireless telephony, internet access and broadband) between 1980 and 2009 in 120 developed and developing countries, extending Barro's (1991) cross-sectional modelling framework. They found that a higher take-up of these networks was associated with stronger economic growth, although the estimated coefficient of broadband penetration in developing countries was not statistically significant. Qiang et al. (2009) suggested that the most likely explanation for this was that broadband networks had only just begun to spread in developing countries and penetration rates were still fairly low. On the other hand, Katz (ITU, 2012) argued that the high significance and large magnitude of the dummy variables for Africa and Latin America in the article still suggested "an over-estimation of impact on GDP growth", which could have been avoided if the analysis had been conducted at lower levels of aggregation, such as states, counties or administrative departments.
The results of Czernich et al. (2011) and Koutroumpis (2009) also suggest that broadband take-up might need to reach a "critical level" (such as 10%) before it can exert a statistically significant effect on economic growth.

On the other hand, these findings are at odds with the results of Zaballos and López-Rivas (2012), who analyzed the economic impact of broadband with an econometric model based on panel data for Caribbean and Latin-American countries, and found that the positive effects of broadband are stronger at low penetration levels. According to their estimates, raising broadband take-up by 10 percentage points results in a GDP increase of 3.19%, a productivity increase of 2.61% and increased employment.

A study by Ghosh (2017) examined the effects of broadband in Middle East and North African countries and also tried to identify the growth drivers that are enabled or stimulated by broadband internet access. He found that higher broadband penetration indeed has a positive economic impact, "primarily working through a reduction in broadband prices as well as greater innovation and entrepreneurial activity".

5 Modeling framework

Our empirical analysis is based partly on the approach of Zaballos and López-Rivas (2012), but we have also incorporated some ideas from the models of Qiang et al. (2009), which, in turn were based on a seminal paper by Barro (1991). We used a panel data set that included The World Bank (2017) data for nine South American countries (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, Colombia, Peru, Paraguay and Uruguay) for a 9-year period. Although the South American region also includes Venezuela, Guyana, Suriname and Trinidad and Tobago, these countries had to be dropped from the model due to missing data.

The dependent variable, economic growth (G) is calculated as a percentage change in real GDP in a given country over one year, while the regressors included the variable of interest, P is the broadband penetration rate, the number of fixed broadband subscribers per 100 people and some controls. Among them, I (for investment) refers to gross capital formation (as a percentage of the GDP), which also includes investments in ICT infrastructure, such as broadband networks. As a consequence, \( \beta_4 \) should capture the differential effects of broadband investments (and increased broadband take-up), which could be interpreted as "spillover" effects, excess societal returns over and above the expected returns of other investments in physical capital. \( \epsilon \) stands for gross enrolment rates in primary education (as a percentage of the relevant age group) and is a proxy for human capital. Finally, \( Y \) stands for the natural logarithm of the Gross Domestic Product (in USD), and its inclusion is justified by Barro's (1991:p.409) finding, that for a given quantity of human capital, economic growth is "negatively related to the initial level of per capita GDP". We also note that an econometric study by Cruz-Jesus et al. (2017) found that GDP per capita is a strong determinant of digital development (especially in developing countries), which means that \( \beta_4 \) could also capture this negative effect (thus distorting our results) if \( Y \) was not included in the model.

Based on the structure of the data set (the small number of cross-sectional units that are expected to have unique institutional characteristics that are not captured by the model) and the results of the Breusch-Pagan, Hausman and F-tests, a fixed effects approach was deemed the most appropriate (although estimates based on a pooled OLS model were fairly similar). Besides the baseline model (Eq. (1)), estimates are also presented for two other variants, where the non-linear effects of broadband penetration are captured with a quadratic term, based on the suggestions of Zaballos and López-Rivas (2012); and the third model attempts to filter out the effects of the Global Economic and Financial Crisis with time dummies.

6 Results and discussion

The coefficient for the variable(s) of interest (in Table 1) were significant at the 1% level in all models, had the expected signs, and confirmed the observations of Zaballos and López-Rivas (2012), that the spillover effects of broadband are the strongest when the initial penetration rates are fairly low and gradually level off as take-up is increased.

Although a literal reading of the quadratic term's negative coefficients would suggest that the overall external effect of broadband could even be negative at high penetration levels, we are of the opinion that such an interpretation would lack a solid theoretical basis. On the other hand, it is not implausible that the lion's share of spillover effects result from the early take-up of broadband by large firms and main socio-economic drivers (such as educational institutions, transport hubs and other providers of public services) and that some late adopters, like retired individuals, might mainly use it for less productive activities.

The coefficients for the control variables are somewhat harder to explain, although it is worth noting that the observation period included the era of the Global Economic and Financial Crisis, which might have resulted
Table 1 Main results (determinants of economic growth)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$ (const.)</td>
<td>146.460 (2.837)</td>
<td>159.18*** (3.544)</td>
<td>181.294*** (9.124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I$</td>
<td>0.008 (0.030)</td>
<td>$-0.397^*$ (2.986)</td>
<td>$-0.286^*$ (1.992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>$-0.516^{**}$ (2.615)</td>
<td>$-0.440^{**}$ (2.409)</td>
<td>$-0.223^{**}$ (7.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y$</td>
<td>$-10.677^{***}$ (2.560)</td>
<td>$-12.695^{***}$ (3.377)</td>
<td>$-17.495^{***}$ (8.624)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>1.579*** (4.013)</td>
<td>4.433*** (4.343)</td>
<td>2.065*** (4.255)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p^c$</td>
<td>$-0.286^{**}$ (4.206)</td>
<td>$-0.128^{**}$ (2.830)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Time dummies | NO | NO | YES |

$R^2$ | 0.351 | 0.473 | 0.780 |

adj. $R^2$ | 0.236 | 0.371 | 0.702 |

Fixed effects model, with robust (HAC) standard errors
Dependent var.: Economic growth (% change in real GDP)
Cross-sectional units: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, Colombia, Peru, Paraguay and Uruguay

Legend: The first number in each cell is the value of the estimated coefficients, t-statistics are in parentheses.

*** $p < 0.01$, ** $p < 0.05$, * $p < 0.1$

Source: Panel data set is based on The World Bank (2017) data

in negative returns for some investments and affected the coefficients of $I$ (which are only significant at the 10% level). The negative sign of the coefficient for $E$ is perhaps less surprising if we also note that some of the countries in the data set had gross primary enrolment rates of over 100% for most of the observation period, which might suggest that these countries are in the process of catching up and have some "overage" students. This variable is an admittedly imperfect proxy for the quality of human capital, but one that was also used by Barro (1991) and Qiang et al. (2009). Finally, the sign and significance of the coefficient for the initial GDP levels are in full accordance with our theoretical considerations.

7 Conclusions

In conclusion, the main results of our models seem to be supporting the views expressed by the OECD (2008), Fuchs and Horak (2008) (and other proponents of "IT-for-development") and suggest that developing countries simply cannot afford to opt for a laissez-faire approach, because they would risk missing out on important growth externalities and since the lack of modern ICT infrastructure (or low take-up) could significantly worsen their chances of catching up to the "developed world" in the foreseeable future.

However, it is not so clear what could be the best strategy to increase penetration. One obvious option is to improve market conditions and promote effective competition. Based on the results of Mariscal (2005), the most important means to achieving this is safeguarding the independence and effectiveness of their regulatory authorities (market "watchdogs"), since strong competition in the market is likely to contribute to the reduction of prices, which can make ICT services affordable for more people, thus increasing penetration rates.

In addition to this, governments may also decide to launch state aid programs, following the lead of some developed countries (such as the EU, the US or Australia), by making public money available to businesses for infrastructure development projects. This solution is most likely to be adequate in less populated or poorer "rural" areas where service providers have not yet been able to build a network on a for-profit basis. However, there are also some obvious counter-arguments to large-scale state aid programs. One is that if the terms and conditions of the grant are determined with insufficient due diligence, some of these projects might distort market competition or waste public money on investments that could have been realized by private companies in the absence of state aid. A second counter-argument is that overly ambitious, costly programs might contribute to the indebtedness of developing countries.

In addition to interventions on the supply side, tackling demand-side problems could also be a relevant policy goal. Belloc et al. (2012) find that once broadband diffusion reaches an "advanced" stage, only demand-side policies appear to generate a significant positive effect. As Mariscal (2005) and van Dijk and Hacker (2003) point out, the "digital literacy" of users is an important pre-requisite to realizing the hoped-for benefits. Public institutions such as schools and universities can raise awareness to the opportunities offered by ICTs and teach citizens how these could be used for information acquisition, finding better jobs or realizing their business ideas. Overall, in our opinion, a comprehensive, well-developed strategy that takes into account all of the important micro, meso and macro-level issues related to ICT services is needed in all developing countries.

Finally, governments in developing countries also need to realize that technology alone might not be enough to have a widespread impact on economic development. According to The World Bank (2016), "[w]hen technology is deployed in an environment of weak complements, the gains will be limited". In addition to poor infrastructure, the lack of digital skills and low digital
adoption, many developing countries also suffer from weakly accountable institutions and are often characterized by protected markets. Improving the business climate, creating regulations that encourage competition and improving the quality and accountability of public institutions should be important complements to a successful digital strategy. Ideally, governments can also set an example and inspire digital adoption by using the internet to improve service delivery and increase public participation through successful e-government projects.
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